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(54) Positioning aid for wireless energy transfer

(57) A wirelessly powered device (350) and operat-
ing method to aid in locating the device in relation to an
energy transmitter (340). A device positioning aid proc-
essor (314) places at least one component (308, 330,
332, 312) into a high electrical current consumption mode
(406) and determines (408), based on placing the at least
one component into a high electrical current consumption
mode, an amount of electrical current induced in a re-

ceiving coil (320) that is adapted to inductively couple to
a transmission coil (342) external to the wirelessly pow-
ered device. An indicator (500, 600), which is communi-
catively coupled to the device positioning aid processor,
is configured to provide, in response to a determination
of the amount of electrical current, an indication corre-
sponding to the amount of electrical current.
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Description

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to sys-
tems and method for wirelessly transfer energy between
devices, and more particularly to aids for positioning of
devices to wireless transfer energy fields there-between.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Wirelessly transferring energy between devices
is one method used to transfer energy from an energy
source to an energy consumer. For example, electronic
devices with rechargeable power packs are able to sup-
port wireless recharging of some or all of the energy stor-
age systems of those devices by wirelessly transferring
energy to the device being recharged. In an example, an
electronic device includes an energy receiving compo-
nent, such as a receiving coil, to wirelessly receive mag-
netic energy that is emitted from a charging station. En-
ergy received through the energy receiving component
is then used to charge an energy storage device, such
as a rechargeable battery. In one example, an electronic
device is able to include an energy receiving coil that
receives energy by inductively coupling to an energy
transmission coil located in, for example, a charging sta-
tion. The charging station passes electrical current
through the transmission coil, usually as an alternating
current (AC), to generate a time varying magnetic field.
The receiving coil of the electronic device is able to be
inductively coupled to the transmission coil of the charg-
ing station through the generated magnetic field and
thereby receive energy conveyed through that magnetic
field. When inductive coupling occurs, an electric current
appears in the receiving coil. The strength or efficiency
or robustness of the inductive coupling between the
transmission coil and the receiving coil depends upon
several factors, including the physical position relation-
ship between the transmission coil and the receiving coil.
In general, a user is able to move one or both of the
electronic device and charging station in an effort to im-
prove inductive coupling between the transmission coil
and the receiving coil. As the distance between the trans-
mission coil and the receiving coil increases or the coils
become less aligned, the transmission of energy from
the charging station to the electronic device becomes
less efficient and generally decreases.
[0003] Techniques to provide an aid to a user for po-
sitioning of an electronic device relative to a wireless en-
ergy transmission station to provide improved coupling
can benefit the effectiveness of wireless energy transfer
operations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The accompanying figures, where like refer-
ence numerals refer to identical or functionally similar

elements throughout the separate views, and which to-
gether with the detailed description below are incorpo-
rated in and form part of the specification, serve to further
illustrate various embodiments and to explain various
principles and advantages all in accordance with the
present disclosure, in which:
[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates a wireless charging arrange-
ment, according to an example;
[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates a magnetic energy versus po-
sition graph, according to an example;
[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates an electronic device and
charger configuration, according to one example;
[0008] FIG. 4 illustrates a wireless energy transfer
component positioning aid process, according to an ex-
ample;
[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates a weak magnetic coupling sta-
tus indication, according to one example;
[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates a strong magnetic coupling
status indication, according to one example; and
[0011] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an electronic device
and associated components in which the systems and
methods disclosed herein may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] As required, detailed embodiments are dis-
closed herein; however, it is to be understood that the
disclosed embodiments are merely examples and that
the systems and methods described below can be em-
bodied in various forms. Therefore, specific structural
and functional details disclosed herein are not to be in-
terpreted as limiting, but merely as a basis for the claims
and as a representative basis for teaching one skilled in
the art to variously employ the present subject matter in
virtually any appropriately detailed structure and func-
tion. Further, the terms and phrases used herein are not
intended to be limiting, but rather, to provide an under-
standable description of the concepts.
[0013] The terms "a" or "an", as used herein, are de-
fined as one or more than one. The term plurality, as
used herein, is defined as two or more than two. The term
another, as used herein, is defined as at least a second
or more. The terms "including" and "having," as used
herein, are defined as comprising (i.e., open language).
According to context, the term "coupled," as used herein,
is generally defined as "connected," although not neces-
sarily directly, and not necessarily mechanically. In the
case of inductive coupling, there may be no physical con-
nection between components, as inductive coupling be-
tween two coils can occur when a current in one induces
a current in the other even if the coils are separated.
Components that are "communicatively coupled" are
configured to communicate (that is, they are capable of
communicating) in any fashion for any duration, such as
by way of electric signals, optical signals, wireless sig-
nals, or any combination thereof. Communicatively cou-
pled components are able to be directly connected to one
another, connected through any combination of interme-
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diate physical components or other elements that support
communications between the communicatively coupled
components, connected at least in part by one or more
electromagnetic, optical or similar communications me-
dium, by one or more other coupling components, or by
combinations of these. The terms "configured to" and
"adapted to" describe hardware, software or a combina-
tion of hardware and software that is (according to con-
text) capable of, set up, arranged, built, composed, con-
structed, designed, able to accommodate or make, suit-
able to carry out or that has any combination of these
characteristics to carry out a given function. In the follow-
ing discussion, "handheld" is used to describe items,
such as "handheld devices," that are sized, designed and
otherwise configured to be carried and operated while
being held in a human hand.
[0014] The below described systems and methods
provide cost effective and efficient methods and appara-
tuses to provide an aid in positioning wirelessly powered
electronic devices relative to a wireless energy transmit-
ter, such as a wireless charging station, in order to pro-
vide better coupling of energy being transferred to the
electronic device. Any device that can receive power
wirelessly (typically consuming the power right away,
storing it for later use, or both) may be called a "wirelessly
powered device." Examples of wirelessly powered elec-
tronic devices may include, for example, a data messag-
ing device, a two-way pager, a cellular telephone or mo-
bile phone or smart phone, a digital audio/video player,
a digital audio/video recorder, a navigation device (such
as a global positioning system navigator), a remote con-
trol, or a tablet computer. Some rechargeable power
packs, such as rechargeable batteries having an energy
receiving coil or that can be wirelessly charged separate
from another electronic device, may also be deemed to
be wirelessly powered devices. The wirelessly trans-
ferred energy is able to power various circuits of the elec-
tronic device, such as charging one or more power packs
of an electronic device.
[0015] The below described examples provide an in-
dication of the strength of magnetic coupling between an
energy transmitter and an energy receiver that is based
on the magnitude of electrical current generated in a re-
ceiving coil of the electronic device receiving the trans-
ferred energy. In order to cause a sufficient electrical cur-
rent drain through the receiving coil when the strength of
the magnetic coupling is high, one example places the
electronic device, such as by placing at least one com-
ponent within or otherwise powered by the electronic de-
vice, into a high electrical current consumption mode.
Generally speaking, placing an electronic device into a
high electrical current consumption mode entails causing
components within the electronic device to draw enough
current such that, to a reasonable degree of certainty or
reliability, the strength of magnetic coupling can be (or
ought to be expected to be) measured or otherwise as-
sessed over a large range of magnetic coupling. In gen-
eral, an electronic device in a high electrical current con-

sumption mode draws at least as much electrical current
as a receiving coil is designed to produce when the re-
ceiving coil is exposed to a relatively high level of mag-
netic field intensity, such as is provided by a charging
station in close proximity. The amount of high current
need not be subject to precise numerical measurement
and may vary from device to device or from coil to coil.
Colloquially speaking, a high current consumption mode
may generally be regarded as a manner of operating in
which the electrical current drawn by the electronic de-
vice via its receiving coil can serve as a good indicator
or sign of the strength of the inductive coupling between
the receiving coil and a transmission coil. By ensuring a
significant electrical current draw through the receiving
coil, variations or changes in the electrical current drawn
through the receiving coil when the device is moved may
be assessed or otherwise transformed into useful infor-
mation about the strength of coupling. In other words,
the electrical current (if it is high enough) may reliably
vary with the strength of the magnetic coupling to the
transmission coil and may indicate the robustness of the
coupling. When an electronic device is not placed into or
otherwise determined to not be in an electronic device
into a high electrical current consumption mode, then the
electronic device may be deemed to be in a low electrical
current consumption mode.
[0016] Although the below description uses an exam-
ple of a wireless charging arrangement for an electronic
device, it is clear that the concepts described by way of
the below detailed examples are applicable to any con-
figuration used to wirelessly transfer energy from one
place to another. Further examples of applications of the
below described concepts include, without limitation,
wirelessly coupling energy to an electric vehicle from a
charging station, wirelessly providing energy to an elec-
tronic device with circuitry or other components that di-
rectly consume the energy being transferred without stor-
ing that energy in an energy storage device, any other
application, or combinations of these.
[0017] FIG. 1 illustrates a wireless charging arrange-
ment 100, according to an example. The illustrated wire-
less charging arrangement 100 includes a charging sta-
tion 102 that includes a transmission coil 108. In some
examples, the charging station 102 may be, for example,
a stand-alone charging station, or may be included in
another device, such as a docking station. The charging
station 102 has a coil driving circuit 130 that receive elec-
trical energy from, for example, a wall socket plug 132.
The coil driving circuit 130 further drives the transmission
coil 108 in one example with an alternating current to
transmit energy in the form of a time varying magnetic
field 140. As is understood by practitioners of ordinary
skill in the relevant arts, an electrical coil, such as the
transmission coil 108, that is driven with an electrical cur-
rent generates a toroidal magnetic field. The magnetic
field generated by the transmission coil 108 has its high-
est density near the middle of the transmission coil 108.
The density of the magnetic field generated by the trans-
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mission coil 108 decreases with distance in any direction
from the middle of the transmission coil 108. In various
examples, a magnetic field similar to the magnetic field
140 described herein is able to be generated by any
transmission coil or other structure. Such a transmission
coil or other structure is able to be associated with any
suitable device or apparatus.
[0018] The wireless charging arrangement 100 depicts
a number of magnetic flux lines that represent the density
of the magnetic field 140 generated by the transmission
coil 108. The magnetic field 140 on one side of the charg-
ing station 102 is depicted by a first flux line 110, a second
flux line 112 and a third flux line 114. The magnetic field
140 on the other side of the charging station 102 is de-
picted by a fourth flux line 120, a fifth flux line 122 and a
sixth flux line 124. The illustrated distance between the
first flux line 110, the second flux line 112 and the third
flux line114 is least in the center of the transmission coil
108 and greatest at the first edge 160 and the second
edge 162 of the magnetic fields that are furthest from the
center of the transmission coil 108.
[0019] A charging station surface 150 is a surface or
other suitable area of the charging station 102 on which
an electronic device is able to be placed to receive wire-
lessly coupled energy from the charging station 102. The
charging station surface 150 is able to be, but is not re-
quired to be, larger than an electronic device that is
placed on the charging station surface 150. In one ex-
ample, the charging station surface 150 does not include
physical features, such as printed marks, protrusion, oth-
er aids, or similar elements, to aid in positioning an elec-
tronic device on the charging station surface 150. In one
example that is described in detail below, the electronic
device being placed on the charging station surface 150
produces a positioning aid to facilitate a user’s placing
the electronic device at a location of the charging station
surface that has a higher level of magnetic energy. In
further examples, markings or other features to aid in
positioning the electronic device on the charging station
are able to be located on the charging station surface
150, or on other components associated with the charg-
ing station 102. In an example of a charging station 102
that has physical markings or other features, manufac-
turing tolerances or other factors may allow for an im-
provement in coupling between the transmission coil 108
and the electronic device by further moving the electronic
device while monitoring the actual magnetic field cou-
pling as is described below.
[0020] The wireless charging arrangement 100 shows
an electronic device as it is moved between two locations.
The wireless charging arrangement 100 depicts the elec-
tronic device in a close position 104 and further depicts
the same electronic device as it is moved further from
the transmission coil 108 as an electronic device in a
distant location 106. The electronic device in both of
these positions receives energy that is wirelessly trans-
ferred from the charging station 102. The electronic de-
vice in a close position 104 is located above the trans-

mission coil 108 and is on or near the charging station
surface 150. The electronic device in a close position 104
is in a location with a high concentration of magnetic flux
lines. The depicted electronic device in a distant position
106 is located away from the center of the transmission
coil 108 but also on or near the charging station surface
150. The electronic device in a distant position 106 is
shown to be in a location with a lower density of magnetic
flux lines relative to the location of the electronic device
in a close position 104. Based upon differences in the
strength of the magnetic field at these two locations, a
higher level of magnetic energy is available to the elec-
tronic device in a close position 104 than to the electronic
device in a distant position 106. In further examples, de-
vices to be charged are also able to be located above
the charging station surface 150 or in any location relative
to the charging station surface 150 and the transmission
coil 108.
[0021] The coil driving circuit 130 receives electrical
power from an external source, such as through a wall
plug 132 in this example. Further examples are able to
receive energy from any source to produce an electrical
current in the transmission coil 108 of the charging station
102. The coil driving circuit 130 in one example is able
to drive the transmission coil 108 with an alternating elec-
trical current (AC) with a fixed magnitude. In a further
example, a data communications link is able to be estab-
lished between the coil driving circuit 130 and an elec-
tronic device being charged, such as one or both of the
electronic device in a close position 104 and the elec-
tronic device in a distant position 106, to communicate
electrical current requirements of the electronic device
receiving the transferred energy. A coil driver circuit 130
that receives an indication of the electrical current re-
quirements of the electronic device is able to vary, in
response to the received indication of electrical current
requirements, the electrical current driving the transmis-
sion coil 108 and thus the amount of magnetic energy
available at the receiving electronic device.
[0022] In an example where the electronic device in a
close position 104 and the electronic device in a distant
position 106 have similar receiving coils to receive mag-
netic energy from a time varying magnetic field in their
respective environments, the higher magnetic field inten-
sity at the electronic device in a close position 104 causes
its receiving coil to produce more electrical energy than
the receiving coil of the electronic device in a distant po-
sition 106. A similar difference in electrical energy pro-
duction is observed when the same electronic device is
moved from the position of the electronic device in a dis-
tant position 106 to the position of the electronic device
in a close position 104. In an example described below,
electronic devices provide a user with an indication of
the relative coupling strength between the receiving coil
of an electronic device and the transmission coil 108 as
the electronic device is moved in relation to the transmis-
sion coil 108
[0023] The transmission coil 108 in some examples
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are driven with a relatively high level of electrical current
to generate the magnetic fields used to generate the elec-
trical current in the electronic device receiving the trans-
mitted energy in order to transfer a sufficient amount of
energy to the electronic device. The transmission coil
108 in a charging station generates heat under some
conditions due to the amount of electrical current flowing
through the coil. The heat generated by the transmission
coil 108 is able to be conducted to the charging station
surface 150. The heat conducted to the charging station
surface 150 is then able to be conducted to any devices
in contact with the charging station surface 150, such as
devices that are placed on the charging station surface
150 in order to wirelessly receive energy.
[0024] Placing an energy receiving device in a location
that has weak coupling between the transmission coil
108 and the receiving coil of the receiving device causes
the receiving coil to receive less of the energy transmitted
by the transmission coil 108. In one example, the energy
generated by the transmission coil that is not coupled to
a receiving coil and used by a receiving device is dissi-
pated as heat in the transmission coil 108. When there
is weak coupling between the transmission coil 108 and
a receiving coil, a larger amount of heat is generated in
the transmission coil 108 because less energy is trans-
ferred to and used by the receiving device. The larger
amount of heat generated in the transmission coil 108
causes more heat to be conducted to the charging station
surface 150. This heat is then able to be conducted on
to the receiving device that is resting on the charging
station surface 150 and raise the temperature of the re-
ceiving device and its components, such as its power
pack. Also, the reduced electrical current being generat-
ed by a receiving coil of a receiving device that is located
at a distance from the transmission coil 108 causes the
device to take longer to recharge its power pack and
thereby results in more time for heat to be conducted to
the device being recharged. As a result, an electronic
device placed at a location of the charging station surface
150 that does not provide strong coupling between the
transmission coil 108 and the receiving coil of the elec-
tronic device is able to cause the electronic device to be
heated for a substantial time, which may degrade the
performance of components of the electronic device. In
one example, the charging time will increase due to the
decreased charging current and may further increase
due to an increased temperature of the power pack of
the electronic device caused by the extra heat that is
transferred to receiving device. The proper placement or
positioning of the electronic device wirelessly receiving
energy in a location that is closest to the transmission
coil 108 improves energy transfer efficiency, decreases
power pack recharging times, and in some examples al-
lows the electrical current in the transmission coil 108 to
be more quickly reduced or discontinued because the
power pack of the device more rapidly reaches a full
charge.
[0025] FIG. 2 illustrates a magnetic energy versus po-

sition graph 200, according to an example. The magnetic
field intensity versus position graph 200 depicts an ex-
ample relationship between the magnetic energy avail-
able to an electronic device as a function of distance of
that device from the transmission coil generating the
magnetic field. With reference to the above example de-
scribed with regards to FIG. 1, the magnetic energy ver-
sus position graph 200 illustrates the magnitude of a mag-
netic field available to an electronic device on the charg-
ing station surface 150 as a function of the position of
that electronic device on the surface of the charging sta-
tion.
[0026] The magnetic field intensity versus position
graph 200 depicts a horizontal axis 202 indicting the po-
sition of a device relative to the center of a transmission
coil such as the above described transmission coil 108,
and a vertical axis 204 indicating the magnetic field in-
tensity at different distances from the transmission coil.
The horizontal axis 202 includes a "center," or "C," mark
206 that corresponds to the closest point at which an
electronic device is able to be placed near the transmis-
sion coil. In the example of FIG. 1, the transmission coil
108 of the charging station 102 generates a magnetic
field with intensities at different locations of the surface
of the charging station surface 150 depicted by the mag-
netic field intensity versus position graph 200. In that ex-
ample, the "C" mark 206 corresponds to a location on
the charging station surface 150 that is above the trans-
mission coil 108 and is therefore closest to the center of
the transmission coil 108. In the context of placing an
electronic device on the charging station surface 150,
the horizontal axis 202 is able to reflect the position of
an electronic device along any line that is drawn on the
charging station surface 150 and that includes or passes
near the point of the charging station surface 150 that is
closest to the center of the center of the charging coil
108, i.e., the point that corresponds to the "C" mark 206.
[0027] The magnetic field intensity curve 210 has a
peak at the "C" mark 206, which is the closest point to
the transmission coil generating the magnetic field. The
magnetic field intensity curve 210 is further shown to mo-
notonically decrease as the position moves away from
the "C" mark 206. As is understood by practitioners of
ordinary skill in the relevant arts, locating a receiving coil
of a device at locations corresponding to points on the
horizontal axis 202 cause the receiving coil to produce
an electrical current at a level commensurate with the
strength of the magnetic field indicated by the vertical
axis 204 where the point on the horizontal axis 202 in-
tersects the magnetic field intensity curve 210. This re-
lationship is utilized by the below described example to
indicate charging efficiency of a device at its present lo-
cation.
[0028] FIG. 3 illustrates an electronic device and
charger configuration 300, according to one example.
The electronic device and charger configuration 300 de-
picts components of an electronic device 350 and a
charging station 340 that are relevant to the subject mat-
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ter described below. The charging station 340 includes
a power driver 344 that drives a transmission coil 342 to
generate a time varying magnetic field 320 to wirelessly
transfer energy to the electronic device 350. The elec-
tronic device 350 of this example includes components
to support wirelessly receiving the energy to generate
electrical currents. The generated electrical currents are
able to be used, for example, to charge power packs,
such as rechargeable batteries, provide power to circuits
of the electronic device 350, for other purposes, or com-
binations of these.
[0029] The electronic device 350 includes electrical cir-
cuits 308 that perform processing or other operations in
support of the operation of the electronic device 350.
Electrical circuits 308 in various examples are able to
perform any operation. In some examples, the electrical
circuits 308 are able to be configured in different modes
or manners of operating, with one or more modes causing
the electrical circuits 308 to draw more electrical current.
In some cases, the electrical circuits 308 can increase
or decrease or otherwise control the amount of current
drawn, such as by activating or deactivating components
or having the components draw more or less electrical
current when they are activated. In one example, the at
least one component of the electronic device 350 is able
to be placed into a high electrical current consumption
mode by activating one or more components connected
to or that are part of the electrical circuits 308. A wireless
communications device, for example, is able to have
electrical circuits 308 that include high electrical current
consumption components such as Radio Frequency
(RF) Amplifier (RF Amp) 330, a device vibration motor
332, a display backlight that is part of display 316, other
components, or combinations of these. Further electronic
devices are able to include various other components
that draw significant electrical current when they are ac-
tivated. Activating, for example, the Radio Frequency
Amplifier (RF Amp) 330, the device vibration motor 332
or any other motor, the display backlight, other compo-
nents, or combinations of these is an example of placing
at least one component of the electronic device 350 into
a high electrical current consumption mode.
[0030] The electronic device 350 further includes a de-
vice controller 314. Device controller 314 performs vari-
ous control functions for the electronic device 350, such
as controlling the mode of the electrical circuits 308, ex-
changing data with the electrical circuits 308, changing
or modifying charging of a power pack 310 as is described
in detail below, perform other operations, and combina-
tions of these. In one example, the device controller 314
operates as a device positioning aid processor that is
configured to perform a process to aid in positioning a
device, such as the electronic device 350, that is induc-
tively coupling to a charging station 340. The device con-
troller 314 further exchanges information with various
components of the electronic device 350 to monitor the
status of components within the electronic device 350,
to support control of operational aspects of the electronic

device 350, to perform other functions, or combinations
of these. The device controller 314 in some examples is
also able to change or modify an operating mode of the
electrical circuits 308 that causes the electrical circuits
308 to draw more electrical current. Examples of mode
changes or modifications that cause an increase in elec-
trical current include, for example, activating the RF Amp
330, activating the motor 332, activating a display back-
light or other illumination of the display 316, activating or
modifying other modes, or combinations of these.
[0031] The depicted electronic device 350 includes a
receiving coil 302 that is shown as being within the mag-
netic field 320 generated by the charging station 340. In
the illustrated example, the magnetic field 320 is a time
varying magnetic field that operates to generate an al-
ternating electrical current within the receiving coil 302.
The time varying magnetic field 320 is able to be gener-
ated by any device, such as by the transmission coil 342
within the wireless charging station 340. A similar mag-
netic field is able to be generated by any suitable tech-
nique to wirelessly transfer energy to the electronic de-
vice 350. As is understood by practitioners of ordinary
skill in the relevant arts, exposing the receiving coil 302
to a time varying magnetic field causes an electrical cur-
rent to flow through the receiving coil 302 with a magni-
tude that is proportional to the strength of the magnetic
field at the receiving coil 302. As discussed below, the
strength of the magnetic field at the receiving coil 302
varies based on the coupling between the transmission
coil 342 and the receiving coil 302, which is affected by,
for example, the distance between and the orientation of
the transmission coil 342 and receiving coil 302 relative
to each other.
[0032] The receiving coil 302 is electrically connected
to a rectifier/conditioner 304. The rectifier/conditioner re-
ceives alternating electrical current produced by the re-
ceiving coil 302 and conditions the electrical current for
use by other components of the electronic device 350.
In one example the rectifier/conditioner 304 rectifies and
filters the received alternating electrical current produced
by the receiving coil 302 in order to produce a Direct
Current (DC) power signal more suitable to drive other
electrical components, such as power supplies or power
pack charging controllers.
[0033] The illustrated rectifier/conditioner 304 pro-
vides a rectified and conditioned DC power signal to a
power pack charging controller 306. The power pack
charging controller 306 operates to control charging of a
power pack 310 of the electronic device 350. The power
pack 310 in one example is able to be a rechargeable
battery. In further examples, the power pack 310 is able
to be any rechargeable power source suitable to provide
any type of power to the components of the electronic
device 350.
[0034] In one example, the power pack charging con-
troller 306 charges the power pack 310 by applying dif-
ferent voltages or electrical current levels to the power
pack 310 based upon the state of charge of the power
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pack 310. In one example, the power pack charging con-
troller 306 uses a "constant current" charging mode that
configures the power pack charging controller 306 to pro-
vide a defined electrical current to the power pack 310.
In various examples, the power pack charging controller
306 applies a constant (or nearly constant) electrical cur-
rent to charging of the power pack 310 while the power
pack 310 has a charging state that is between discharged
and almost fully charged. Once the power pack reaches
a defined level that is generally within a specified range
that is close to fully charged, the power pack charging
controller 306 of one example transitions to a "constant
voltage" charging mode wherein the power pack charg-
ing controller 306 provides a defined electrical voltage
across the power pack 310. In various examples, the
power pack charging controller 306 applies a constant
(or nearly constant) voltage to the power pack 310 to
maintain the charge level of the power pack 310. In var-
ious examples, the power pack charging controller 306
is able to operate in a constant current charging mode
by providing an electrical current with a varying value.
The power pack charging controller 306 is also, or alter-
natively, able to operate in a constant voltage charging
mode by providing an electrical voltage across the power
pack 310 with a value that varies.
[0035] The power pack charging controller 306 in one
example provides information to the device controller 314
that indicates one or more status conditions or values
associated charging operations of the power pack charg-
ing controller 306. In one example, the power pack charg-
ing controller 306 provides an indication or signal of an
availability of electrical power being received from the
rectifier/conditioner 304, which is an indication of mag-
netic energy being received by the receiving coil 302.
The device controller 314 is able to interpret the indication
of received magnetic energy as an indication that wire-
less charging or electrical energy transfer to the electron-
ic device 350 is able to occur.
[0036] A battery monitor 318 in one example monitors
various electrical conditions, such as the state of charge,
of the power pack 310. The battery monitor 318 maintains
an estimate the state of charge of the power pack 310
and provides an indication of the present state of charge
of the power pack 310 to the power pack charging con-
troller 306 and to the device controller 314. The battery
monitor 318 in one example is a battery "fuel gauge" cir-
cuit that is incorporated into the electronic device 350 or
is also able to be incorporated into the power pack 310.
In one example, the battery monitor 318 measures the
electrical current that flows through the power pack 310
and maintains an integral or summation of the electrical
current flowing through the power pack 310 and deter-
mines an estimate of the present state of charge of the
power pack 310 based on that integral or summation. In
one example, the battery monitor 318 is referred to as a
"coulomb counting" monitor because the circuit inte-
grates, or maintains a count of, the amount of electrical
charge flowing into and out of the power pack 310. De-

termining an amount of electrical current may include,
but need not include, making a numerical measurement
or estimation (such as estimating a number of amps flow-
ing in a conductor). Determining an amount of current
may also entail (for example) comparing an amount to
one or more benchmarks or thresholds, or identifying the
current as being in a range of current magnitudes, or
calculating whether the current is sufficient to perform a
function, or measuring an effect of the current instead of
measuring the current itself.
[0037] The electronic device 350 includes a switchable
load 312 that is configured to draw electrical current pro-
duced by the power pack charging controller 306. In one
example, the switchable load 312 is connected in a par-
allel configuration with the power pack 310. Components
may be in a parallel configuration if they are strictly in
parallel or if they behave substantially as if they were
strictly in parallel. In some cases where two or more com-
ponents are in parallel, if one of the components ceases
to draw electrical current or otherwise becomes noncon-
ductive, all or nearly all of the current continues to flow
through the other parallel components. The switchable
load 312 in one example is able to be switched between
an electrically "open" state and an electrically conductive
state. In the electrically open state, little or no electrical
current flows through the switchable load 312. In the elec-
trically conductive state, the switchable load 312 has an
electrical impedance value that causes an amount of
electrical current to flow through the switchable load 312.
When in the electrically conductive state, the switchable
load will draw an amount of electrical current from the
power pack charging controller 306, and thereby cause
an increase in the electrical current that is able to be
drawn through the receiving coil 302.
[0038] As an alternative to, or in addition to, the switch-
able load 312, some examples are able to incorporate
electrical circuits 308 that are able to be configured to
draw larger amounts of electrical current. In one example,
the electrical circuits 308 are able to include a digital proc-
essor with variable processing speed that is controlled
by a processing clock speed of the processor. In such
an example, the electrical circuits 308 are able to be con-
figured to draw higher amounts of electrical current, and
thereby have at least one component placed into a high
electrical current consumption mode, by increasing the
processing clock speed of the digital processor. In one
example, increasing the processing clock speed includes
configuring the processing clock speed of the digital proc-
essor to operate at the maximum processing clock speed
of the digital processor. In a further example, the electrical
circuits 308 are able to include a display with a variable
intensity display backlight and the electrical circuits 308
are able to be configured to draw higher amounts of elec-
trical current, and thereby have at least one component
placed into a high electrical current consumption mode,
by increasing the intensity level of light emitted by the
variable intensity display backlight. In one example, in-
creasing the intensity level of light emitted by the variable
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intensity display backlight includes increasing the inten-
sity level of light emitted by the variable intensity display
backlight to a full intensity level.
[0039] The electronic device 350 of one example in-
cludes an electrical current meter 322 that monitors the
electrical current being output by the power pack charg-
ing controller 306. In various examples, the electrical cur-
rent meter 322 is able to be incorporated into the power
pack charging controller 306, incorporated into the power
pack 310, be a separate component of the electronic de-
vice, or combinations of these. The electrical current me-
ter 322 in one example provides to the device controller
314 an indication of the electrical current being produced
by the power pack charging controller 306. This indication
of electrical current being produced by the power pack
charging controller 306, as determined and reported by
the electrical current meter 322, reflect the amount of
electrical current available to the power pack charging
controller 306 and therefore indicates the strength of the
magnetic field coupling to the receiving coil 302. In further
examples, a similar electrical current meter is able to be
provided at any suitable circuit location, such as between
the rectifier/conditioner 304 and the power pack charging
controller 306, between the receiving coil 302 and the
rectifier/conditioner 304, or in any other circuit location.
In one example where the power pack 310 is sufficiently
discharged, the electrical current charging the power
pack 310 is able to be measured by the battery monitor
318 and reported to the device controller 314 as a basis
for indicating the amount of electrical current flowing
through the receiving coil 302.
[0040] The device controller 314 is able to determine
when an insufficient amount of electrical current is being
drawn from the power pack charging controller 306, such
as may occur when the power pack charging controller
306 is charging the power pack in a constant voltage
mode. When a power pack is being charged in a constant
voltage mode, the power pack is generally close to a full
charge and a significant amount of electrical current may
not be drawn through the receiving coil 302 when the
power pack 310 is being charged in a constant voltage
charging mode. In order to increase the electrical current
drawn through the power pack charging controller 306,
and ultimately through the receiving coil 302, the device
controller 314 is able to configure the electronic circuits
308 into a mode that has higher electrical current con-
sumption. In another example, the switchable load 312
is able to be additionally or alternatively put into an elec-
trically conductive state to cause more electrical current
to be drawn through the power pack charging controller
306, and thus through the receiving coil 302.
[0041] The device controller 314 of one example per-
forms processing that assists a user of the electronic de-
vice 350 in positioning one or both of the electronic device
350 or wireless charging station 340 to improve or try to
increase the magnetic coupling between those two coils.
The device controller 314 in one example determines the
present level of electrical current being induced and, and

therefore drawn through, the receiving coil 302 and, in
response to the determination of that amount of electrical
current, provides feedback to a user of the relative level
of electrical current being drawn through the receiving
coil 302. An increase in electrical current being drawn
through the receiving coil 302 in this example is assumed
to be caused by increased coupling between the trans-
mission coil 342 and the receiving coil 302 and the ac-
companying increase in electrical current induced in the
receiving coil due to the increased coupling. In order to
ensure detection of a wide range of coupling between
these two coils, the device controller 314 operates to en-
sure that the power pack charging controller 306 is driving
a load that is consuming a high level of electrical current.
For example, the device controller 314 is able to deter-
mine if the power pack charging controller 306 is charging
the power pack 310 in a constant current mode. If the
power pack 310 is not being charged in a constant current
mode, the device controller 314 is able to, for example,
configure the electronic circuits 308, the switchable load,
312, other components, or combinations of these, into
respective modes that result in a high level of electrical
current consumption by the electronic device 350, and
that will correspondingly cause a high level of electrical
current to be drawn through the receiving coil 302 when
it is in a sufficiently strong magnetic field 320.
[0042] The device controller 314 operates to cause the
electronic device 350 to produce one or more user out-
puts that correspond to the amount of electrical current
induced in the receiving coil 302 that is adapted to induc-
tively couple to a transmission coil. In one example, the
user output is based upon a determination of the amount
of electrical current measured by the electric current me-
ter 322, which corresponds to the electrical current in-
duced in the receiving coil 302, and that is reported to
the device controller 314. In further examples, any suit-
able device is able to measure the electrical current in-
duced in and that is thereby flowing through the receiving
coil 302 and provide indications of such measurements
to the device controller 314 in order to produce user out-
puts, such as indications that are provided by one or more
indicators, that reflect the amount of electrical current
induced in and thus flowing through the receiving coil
302. In various examples, electrical current induced in
the receiving coil 302 is measured by an electrical current
meter that is located between the receiving coil 302 and
circuits consuming electrical current. In a further exam-
ple, a "fuel gauge" circuit implementing the battery mon-
itor 318 is able to measure an amount of electrical current
that is dependent upon the electrical current drawn
through the receiving coil 302 and report that measured
electrical current to the device controller 314. Data re-
flecting the value of the measured electrical current is
provided to the device controller 314 and used to provide
an aid in positioning the device in an area of strong mag-
netic coupling to the transmission coil, as described be-
low. In general, a processor such as a device positioning
aid processor within the device controller 314, deter-
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mines an amount of electrical current induced in the re-
ceiving coil 302, and in response to that determination
of the electrical current, an indication corresponding to
the amount of electrical current is provided by an indicator
that is communicatively coupled to the device positioning
aid processor.
[0043] The provided indications are user outputs in one
example that include outputs that a human user is able
to sense and that convey the relative level of electrical
current being induced in and thereby drawn through the
receiving coil 302. A user is then able to move one or
both of the electronic device 350 and wireless charging
station 340 to cause the user output provided by the elec-
tronic device 350 to indicate a higher level of electrical
current being drawn through the receiving coil 302. Pro-
viding a user output, or providing a user with an indication,
may be carried out in any fashion. The user outputs are
able to include, for example, audible indicators, visual
indicators (which may include display screens or other
components that can display text, numbers, graphics,
animations, flashing or colored lights and the like), vibra-
tion based indicators, other indicators, or combinations
of these. An indicator may be any device or component
or structure that can convey in any fashion information
(or an indication) as a function of or corresponding to the
amount of electrical current.
[0044] Various characteristics of the indicators provid-
ed by the electronic device 350 are able to be varied to
indicate the relative level of electrical current drawn
through the receiving coil 302. For example, volume, fre-
quency, or both, of an audible indicator is able to be in-
creased as the electrical current drawn through the re-
ceiving coil 302 increases. Visual indicators are provided
in some examples by a display 316. Display 316 in var-
ious examples may include one or more lights that indi-
cate the level of electrical current drawn through the coil
302 by, for example, varying a number of lights illuminat-
ed, varying the intensity of illuminated lights, or combi-
nations of these. Display 316 in further examples is able
to include an alphanumeric display, graphical display, or
combinations of these that presents visual data indicating
the level of electrical current being drawn through the
receiving coil 302.
[0045] In further examples, the device controller 314
is able to produce indications in other forms that reflect
the strength of magnetic coupling between the transmis-
sion coil 342 and the receiving coil 302. For example, the
indication corresponding to the amount of electrical cur-
rent induced in the receiving coil 302 is able to be pro-
vided in a suitable form to at least partially control the
operation of an automatic, semi-automatic, or manual
positioning system. The indication in one example is able
to include an electrical or other data conveying signal
that aids the positioning system in positioning the elec-
tronic device 350 into a position with strong magnetic
coupling. Such a positioning system may include, for ex-
ample, electromagnetic or other types of actuators that
are electrically or otherwise controllable to position or

otherwise move an electronic device containing a receiv-
ing coil 340.
[0046] FIG. 4 illustrates a wireless energy transfer
component positioning aid process 400, according to an
example. The following description of the wireless energy
transfer component positioning aid process 400 refers to
the components described above with regards to FIG. 3
above. Further examples are able to implement the sub-
ject matter described below for the wireless energy trans-
fer component positioning aid process 400 using any suit-
able components or structure. Referring to the example
of FIG. 3, the wireless energy transfer component posi-
tioning aid process 400 is performed by the device con-
troller 314 (which is one example of device positioning
aid processor, that is, one or more processing elements
that carry out or direct or control positioning aid process
400) and provides an aid to move the electronic device
350 into a position and orientation relative to the trans-
mission coil 342 that results in a better level of magnetic
field coupling between the transmission coil 342 and the
receiving coil 302.
[0047] The wireless energy transfer component posi-
tioning aid process 400 begins by determining, at 402, if
an aid for positioning of the device for wireless charging
is to be provided. In one example, determining to provide
such an aid is able to be in response to receiving one or
more inputs, such as a user interface command received
from a user of the device, a detection of electrical current
being generated by the receiving coil 302 indicating the
presence of wireless energy, inputs received by other
sensors or facilities, or combinations of these. An obser-
vation that the power pack charging controller 306 is pro-
ducing an electrical current output as indicated by, for
example, the electrical charging current meter 322 is an
example of detecting electrical current being generated
by the receiving coil 302 and an aid for positioning of the
electronic device is able to be provided based on that
observation. In further examples, the power pack charg-
ing controller 306 is able to detect an electrical current
produced by the receiving coil 302, or detect a voltage
potential across being generated across the receiving
coil 302, as an indication that a charging current is de-
tected. This indication is then able to be provided to the
device controller 314 in order to control the flow of the
wireless energy transfer component positioning aid proc-
ess 400. The determination of whether to provide an aid
in positioning the device continues until the determination
is true.
[0048] In some examples, a device performing the
wireless energy transfer component positioning aid proc-
ess 400 has a communications link through which the
strength of the generated magnetic field is able to be
controlled. Such a communications link is able to com-
mand the magnetic field generator to reduce the strength
of the magnetic field when the electrical current con-
sumption of the device is low. In such examples, com-
mands to change the strength of a generated magnetic
field are suspended in response to a determination to
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provide an aid for positioning of the device for wireless
charging. In further examples, commands to change the
magnitude of the generated magnetic field are incorpo-
rated into the below described processing to allow an
evaluation of the magnitude of magnetic coupling.
[0049] Based on determining to provide an aid in po-
sitioning the device, the wireless energy transfer compo-
nent positioning aid process 400 in one example deter-
mines, at 404, if the device performing the wireless en-
ergy transfer component positioning aid process 400 is
itself operating in a low electrical current consumption
mode. A low electrical current consumption mode in one
example corresponds to the power pack charging con-
troller 306 operating in a constant voltage charging mode
(in which the electrical current induced in, and thereby
drawn through, the receiving coil of the electronic device
may or may not be a reliable sign of the strength of mag-
netic coupling). In one example, a determination that the
device is operating in a low electrical current consump-
tion mode includes determining that a power pack of the
device is being charged in a constant voltage charging
mode In further examples, a low electrical current con-
sumption mode is able to correspond to any operating
mode of the device that may be able to, but is not definitely
required to, exhibit low electrical current consumption. In
some examples, a low electrical current consumption
mode may not always have low current consumption, but
typically corresponds to a mode in which low current con-
sumption is able to occur. A low current consumption
mode in this context may generally be regarded as a
manner of operating in which an electrical current drawn
by the circuits and components of the electronic device,
including the electrical current being used to charge the
power pack 310, is or may be lower than the electrical
current that is able to be produced by a receiving coil 302
when the receiving coil 302 is in close proximity to, and
therefore strongly coupled to, a transmission coil 342
generating a magnetic field.
[0050] If it is determined that the device is operating in
a low electrical current consumption mode, the electrical
current being drawn through the receiving coil 302 may
be insufficient to reflect the magnitude of coupling be-
tween the transmission coil 342 and the receiving coil
302. By increasing the electrical current being drawn
through the receiving coil 302, greater variations in elec-
trical current being produced by the receiving coil 302
are able to be determined, and a greater range of mag-
netic field coupling magnitudes are able to be measured.
[0051] In one example, if the power pack charging con-
troller 306 is operating to charge the power pack 310 in
a constant current mode, it is assumed in one example
that the power pack charging controller 306 provides a
sufficient electrical load on the receiving coil 302 to draw
enough current through the receiving coil 302 to support
determining a sufficiently large variation in magnetic cou-
pling between the transmission coil 342 and the receiving
coil 302. In such an example, a determination that the
power pack charging controller 306 is operating to charge

the power pack 310 in a constant current mode is a de-
termination that the device is not operating in a low elec-
trical current consumption mode. In a further example,
such as a device where the receiving coil 302 is able to
receive more energy than is used by the power pack
charging controller 306 when it is operating to charge the
power pack 310 in a constant current mode, a device is
able to also determine that the device is operating in a
low electrical current consumption mode even when the
power pack charging controller 306 is operating to charge
the power pack 310 in a constant current mode. A device
that is able to determine that the device is operating in a
low electrical current consumption mode even when the
power pack charging controller 306 is operating to charge
the power pack 310 in a constant current mode is able
to determine that the device is not operating in a low
electrical current consumption mode based upon, for ex-
ample, an operating mode of other electrical components
of the device.
[0052] If it is determined that the device is operating in
a low electrical current consumption mode, the wireless
energy transfer component positioning aid process 400
in one example increases, at 406, the electrical current
drawn by the device. In effect, the device, or at least one
component of the device, is placed into a high electrical
current consumption mode. In other words, at least one
component of the electronic device is placed into a high
electrical current consumption mode in this example in
order to increase the electrical current drawn by the elec-
tronic device. In one example, at least one component
of the electronic device is configured into a high electrical
current consumption mode based on the determination
that the electronic device is operating in a low electrical
current mode. In on example, the at least one component
of the electronic device is configured into a high electrical
current consumption mode when a determination is
made that the electronic device is operating in a low elec-
trical current mode. The electrical current drawn by the
device is able to be increased by various techniques,
some of which have been mentioned above. In one ex-
ample, as described in regards to FIG. 3 above, a switch-
able load 312 is able to be placed into an electrically
conductive state. Alternatively, or additionally, the cir-
cuits 308 are able to be placed into an operating mode
that results in a higher level of electrical current being
drawn by the circuits 308, thereby increasing the electri-
cal current drawn by the electronic device 350 and drawn
through the receiving coil 302. For example, activating
the Radio Frequency Amplifier (RF Amp) 330, the device
vibration motor 332 or any other motor, the display back-
light, other components, or combinations of these, is an
example of placing at least one component of the elec-
tronic device 350 into a high electrical current consump-
tion mode.
[0053] If it is determined, at 404, that the device is not
operating in a low electrical current consumption mode,
or after increasing, at 406, the electrical current drawn
by the device, the wireless energy transfer component
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positioning aid process 400 determines, at 408, a present
received energy value that corresponds in one example
to the amount of electrical current induced in a receiving
coil of the device that is adapted to inductively couple to
a transmission coil external to the electronic device 350.
In one example, an amount of electrical current is deter-
mined based upon placing at least one component into
a high electrical current consumption mode. The present
received energy value in one example is an amount of
electrical current induced in and produced by the receiv-
ing coil 302. The present received wireless energy value
is, for example, able to be based upon an amount of
electrical current provided by the power pack charging
controller 306 to charge the power pack 310 or power
other components. The present received wireless energy
value is determined in one example by the electrical
charging current meter 322.
[0054] Based on the determined present received en-
ergy value, the wireless energy transfer component po-
sitioning aid process 400 provides, at 410, an indication
of the present received wireless energy value. The indi-
cation in one example corresponds to the amount of elec-
trical current that is induced in the receiving coil 302. The
provided indication is provided on an indicator in one ex-
ample based on the determination of the amount of elec-
trical current induced in the receiving coil 302, such as
is described above. Providing the indication based on
the determination of an amount of electrical current is
able to include, for example, providing the indication after
a measurement is made of the electrical current flowing
through or induced in the receiving coil 302. In various
examples, the provided indication is able to include var-
ying an intensity or other observable quantity of one or
more visual indicators, one or more audible indicators,
one or more tactile indicators, one or more vibratory or
other motion based indicator, any other indicator, or com-
binations of these. For example, an audible indicator is
able to become louder or have different audible frequen-
cy contents based upon the present value of the charging
current being produced by the power pack charging con-
troller 306. Examples of visual indications are described
in further detail below. The wireless energy transfer com-
ponent positioning aid process 400 then returns to de-
termine if a positioning aid is to be provided, at 402.
[0055] FIG. 5 illustrates a weak magnetic coupling sta-
tus indication 500, according to one example. weak mag-
netic coupling status indication 500 may be presented to
a user by way of an indicator such as a general purpose
display screen or a dedicated LCD. Referring to FIG. 3,
the weak magnetic coupling status indication 500 depicts
an example of a visual or graphic indication provided to
a user of the electronic device 350 on, for example, the
display 316. The weak magnetic coupling status indica-
tion 500 is presented to a user to indicate there is rela-
tively weak coupling of magnetic energy between the re-
ceiving coil 302 of the electronic device 350 and the trans-
mission coil 342 of the charging station 340. By observing
the status indication, and by observing whether the indi-

cation denotes a stronger or weaker inductive coupling
as the location of the electronic device 350 changes, the
user may position electronic device 350 in such a way
as to improve or strengthen the inductive coupling. Col-
loquially speaking, a user may by trial and error realize
a stronger inductive coupling by changing the position of
the electronic device 350 and observing whether the
weak magnetic coupling status indication 500 changes
to a strong magnetic coupling status indication.
[0056] The weak magnetic coupling status indication
500 depicts a multiple segment bar that consists of five
(5) segments. These five (5) segments in one example
illuminate sequentially to indicate the relative strength of
magnetic coupling between the receiving coil 302 of the
electronic device 350 and the transmission coil 342 of
the charging station 340. Under the weak coupling con-
ditions depicted for the weak magnetic coupling status
indication 500, the first two segments, i.e., a first segment
of a weak indication 502, and a second segment of a
weak indication 504 are shown as illuminated, while the
remaining segments are distinguished from those first
two segments by not being illuminated. In particular, a
third segment of a weak indication 506, a fourth segment
of a weak indication 508, and a fifth segment of a weak
indication 510 are distinguished from the first two seg-
ments by not being illuminated. Particular segments are
able to be distinguished by any suitable technique, such
as coloring those segments a different color than the oth-
er segments, making those segments brighter, using an-
other visual distinction, or combinations of these. As il-
lustrated, the weak magnetic coupling status indication
500 represents a visual indication that corresponds to a
reading of two-fifths of full scale.
[0057] The weak magnetic coupling status indication
500 indicates a condition with relatively weak magnetic
coupling between the transmission coil 342 and the re-
ceiving coil 302. The relatively weak coupling is assumed
in this example to be caused by the electronic device 350
being located relatively far from the transmission coil 342
of the charging station 340. A display of the weak mag-
netic coupling status indication 500 indicates to the user
that the electronic device 350 should be moved in order
to provide better magnetic coupling and thereby cause
more magnetic energy to be received by the receiving
coil 302 to generate more electrical current to provide to
the power pack charging controller 306 to recharge the
power pack 310.
[0058] The weak magnetic coupling status indication
500 includes a first legend 520 and a second legend 522.
The first legend 520 is located near the left side of the
status indication and reads "FAR." The second legend
522 is located near the right side of the status indication
and reads "CLOSE." The first legend 520 provides a vis-
ual prompt to the user indicating that a status indication
with highlighted bars only near the first legend 520 cor-
responds to the electronic device being "far" from its de-
sired location. The second legend 522 provides a visual
prompt to the user indicating that a status indication with
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highlighted that are also near the second legend 522 cor-
responds to the electronic device being "near" to a de-
sired location that provides strong magnetic field coupling
and correspondingly stronger electrical current to the cir-
cuits of the electronic device. In further examples, the
first legend 520 is able to include any relevant indication,
such as the word "WEAK," a graphical indication repre-
senting a small or low quantity, any suitable indication,
or combinations of these. In further examples, the second
legend 522 is also able to include any relevant indication,
such as the word "STRONG," a graphical indication rep-
resenting a large or full quantity, any suitable indication,
or combinations of these.
[0059] FIG. 6 illustrates a strong magnetic coupling
status indication 600, according to one example. Refer-
ring to FIG. 3, the strong magnetic coupling status indi-
cation 600 depicts an example of a visual indication pro-
vided to a user of the electronic device 350 and is dis-
played, for example, on the display 316. The strong mag-
netic coupling status indication 600 is displayed in a man-
ner similar to the above described weak magnetic cou-
pling status indication 500 but indicates that there is rel-
atively strong coupling of magnetic energy between the
receiving coil 302 of the electronic device 350 and the
transmission coil 342 of the charging station 340.
[0060] The strong magnetic coupling status indication
600 depicts the multiple segment bar indication dis-
cussed above with regards to the weak magnetic cou-
pling status indication 500. The five (5) segments are
depicted as: a first segment of a strong indication 602, a
second segment of a strong indication 604, a third seg-
ment of a strong indication 606, a fourth segment of a
strong indication 608, and a fifth segment of a strong
indication 610. These five segments correspond to the
five segments of the weak magnetic coupling status in-
dication 500 with different segments distinguished from
one another to indicate a stronger magnetic field coupling
condition. The strong magnetic coupling status indication
600 also includes the above described first legend 520
and second legend 522 to assist a user’s interpretation
of the indication as is discussed above.
[0061] In the illustrated strong magnetic coupling sta-
tus indication 600, the first segment of a strong indication
602, the second segment of a strong indication 604, the
third segment of a strong indication 606, and the fourth
segment of a strong indication 608 are illustrated as being
distinguished from the fifth segment of a strong indication
610. The first segment of a strong indication 602, the
second segment of a strong indication 604, the third seg-
ment of a strong indication 606, and the fourth segment
of a strong indication 608 are able to be distinguished in
one or more manners as are discussed above for the
weak magnetic coupling status indication 500. As illus-
trated, the strong magnetic coupling status indication 600
represents a visual indication that corresponds to a read-
ing of four-fifths of full scale.
[0062] The strong magnetic coupling status indication
600 indicates a condition with relatively strong magnetic

coupling between the transmission coil 342 and the re-
ceiving coil 302. The relatively strong coupling is as-
sumed in this example to be caused by the electronic
device 350 being located in close proximity to the trans-
mission coil 342 of the charging station 340. A display of
the strong magnetic coupling status indication 500 indi-
cates to the user that the electronic device 350 is in a
good position to wirelessly receive energy, particularly
compared to a location in which the weak magnetic cou-
pling status indication 500 is presented.
[0063] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an electronic device
and associated components 700 in which the systems
and methods disclosed herein may be implemented. In
this example, an electronic device 752 is also a wireless
two-way communication device with voice and data com-
munication capabilities. Such electronic devices commu-
nicate with a wireless voice or data network 750 using a
suitable wireless communications protocol. Wireless
voice communications are performed using either an an-
alog or digital wireless communication channel. Data
communications allow the electronic device 752 to com-
municate with other computer systems via the Internet.
Examples of electronic devices that are able to incorpo-
rate the above described systems and methods include,
for example, a data messaging device, a two-way pager,
a cellular telephone with data messaging capabilities, a
wireless Internet appliance or a data communication de-
vice that may or may not include telephony capabilities.
The electronic device 350 described above is an example
of the electronic device 752. Although there may be some
mapping between electronic device 350 and electronic
device 752-for example, display 316 may correspond to
display 734-electronic device 752 will be described as
an example of one wirelessly powered device that may
employ the apparatus or methods disclosed herein.
[0064] The illustrated electronic device 752 is an ex-
ample electronic device that includes two-way wireless
communications functions. Such electronic devices in-
corporate communication subsystem elements such as
a wireless transmitter 710, a wireless receiver 712, and
associated components such as one or more antenna
elements 714 and 716. A digital signal processor (DSP)
708 performs processing to extract data from received
wireless signals and to generate signals to be transmit-
ted. The particular design of the communication subsys-
tem is dependent upon the communication network and
associated wireless communications protocols with
which the device is intended to operate.
[0065] The electronic device 752 includes a microproc-
essor 702 that controls the overall operation of the elec-
tronic device 752. The microprocessor 702 interacts with
the above described communications subsystem ele-
ments and also interacts with other device subsystems
such as flash memory 706, random access memory
(RAM) 704, auxiliary input/output (I/O) device 738, data
port 728, display 734, keyboard 736, speaker 732, mi-
crophone 730, a short-range communications subsys-
tem 720, a power subsystem 722, a current meter 770,
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other subsystems, or combinations of these.
[0066] One or more power storage or supply elements,
such as a battery 724, are connected to a power subsys-
tem 722 to provide power to the circuits of the electronic
device 752. The power subsystem 722 includes power
distribution circuitry for providing power to the electronic
device 752 and also contains battery charging circuitry
to manage recharging the battery 724 (or circuitry to re-
plenish power to another power storage element). The
power subsystem 722 receives electrical power from ex-
ternal power supply 754. The power subsystem 722 is
able to be connected to the external power supply 754
through a dedicated external power connector (not
shown) or through power connections within the data port
728. The power subsystem 722 includes a battery mon-
itoring circuit, such as the above described battery mon-
itor 318, that is operable to provide a status of one or
more battery status indicators, such as remaining capac-
ity, temperature, voltage, electrical current consumption,
and the like, to various components of the electronic de-
vice 752. The current meter 770 operates in a manner
similar to the charging electrical current meter 322 dis-
cussed above.
[0067] Data communication through data port 728 en-
ables a user to set preferences through the external de-
vice or through a software application and extends the
capabilities of the device by enabling information or soft-
ware exchange through direct connections between the
electronic device 752 and external data sources rather
than via a wireless data communication network. In ad-
dition to data communication, the data port 728 provides
power to the power subsystem 722 to charge the battery
724 or to supply power to the electronic circuits, such as
microprocessor 702, of the electronic device 752.
[0068] Operating system software used by the micro-
processor 702 is stored in flash memory 706. Further
examples are able to use a battery backed-up RAM or
other non-volatile storage data elements to store oper-
ating systems, other executable programs, or both. The
operating system software, device application software,
or parts thereof, are able to be temporarily loaded into
volatile data storage such as RAM 704. Data received
via wireless communication signals or through wired
communications are also able to be stored to RAM 704.
[0069] The microprocessor 702, in addition to its op-
erating system functions, is able to execute software ap-
plications on the electronic device 752. A set of applica-
tions that control basic device operations, including at
least data and voice communication applications, is able
to be installed on the electronic device 752 during man-
ufacture. Examples of applications that are able to be
loaded onto the device may be a personal information
manager (PIM) application having the ability to organize
and manage data items relating to the device user, such
as, but not limited to, e-mail, calendar events, voice mails,
appointments, and task items. The microprocessor 702
is further able to perform part or all of the above described
processing.

[0070] Further applications may also be loaded onto
the electronic device 752 through, for example, the wire-
less network 750, an auxiliary I/O device 738, Data port
728, short-range communications subsystem 720, or any
combination of these interfaces. Such applications are
then able to be installed by a user in the RAM 704 or a
non-volatile store for execution by the microprocessor
702.
[0071] In a data communication mode, a received sig-
nal such as a text message or web page download is
processed by the communication subsystem, including
wireless receiver 712 and wireless transmitter 710, and
communicated data is provided the microprocessor 702,
which is able to further process the received data for out-
put to the display 734, or alternatively, to an auxiliary I/O
device 738 or the Data port 728. A user of the electronic
device 752 may also compose data items, such as e-mail
messages, using the keyboard 736, which is able to in-
clude a complete alphanumeric keyboard or a telephone-
type keypad, in conjunction with the display 734 and pos-
sibly an auxiliary I/O device 738. Such composed items
are then able to be transmitted over a communication
network through the communication subsystem.
[0072] For voice communications, overall operation of
the electronic device 752 is substantially similar, except
that received signals are generally provided to a speaker
732 and signals for transmission are generally produced
by a microphone 730. Alternative voice or audio I/O sub-
systems, such as a voice message recording subsystem,
may also be implemented on the electronic device 752.
Although voice or audio signal output is generally accom-
plished primarily through the speaker 732, the display
734 may also be used to provide an indication of the
identity of a calling party, the duration of a voice call, or
other voice call related information, for example.
[0073] Depending on conditions or statuses of the elec-
tronic device 752, one or more particular functions asso-
ciated with a subsystem circuit may be disabled, or an
entire subsystem circuit may be disabled. For example,
if the battery temperature is low, then voice functions may
be disabled, but data communications, such as e-mail,
may still be enabled over the communication subsystem.
[0074] A short-range communications subsystem 720
in one example is a short range wireless data communi-
cations component that provides data communication
between the electronic device 752 and different systems
or devices, which need not necessarily be similar devic-
es. For example, the short-range communications sub-
system 720 includes an infrared device and associated
circuits and components or a Radio Frequency based
communication module such as one supporting Blue-
tooth® communications, to provide for communication
with similarly-enabled systems and devices, including
the data file transfer communications described above.
[0075] A media reader 760 is able to be connected to
an auxiliary I/O device 738 to allow, for example, loading
computer readable program code of a computer program
product into the electronic device 752 for storage into
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flash memory 706. One example of a media reader 760
is an optical drive such as a CD/DVD drive, which may
be used to store data to and read data from a computer
readable medium or storage product such as computer
readable storage media 762. Examples of suitable com-
puter readable storage media include optical storage me-
dia such as a CD or DVD, magnetic media, or any other
suitable data storage device. Media reader 760 is alter-
natively able to be connected to the electronic device
through the Data port 728 or computer readable program
code is alternatively able to be provided to the electronic
device 752 through the wireless network 750.
[0076] Information Processing System
[0077] The present subject matter can be realized in
hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and
software. A system can be realized in a centralized fash-
ion in one computer system, or in a distributed fashion
where different elements are spread across several in-
terconnected computer systems. Any kind of computer
system - or other apparatus adapted for carrying out the
methods described herein - is suitable. A typical combi-
nation of hardware and software could be a general pur-
pose computer system with a computer program that,
when being loaded and executed, controls the computer
system such that it carries out the methods described
herein.
[0078] The present subject matter can also be embed-
ded in a computer program product, which comprises all
the features enabling the implementation of the methods
described herein, and which - when loaded in a computer
system - is able to carry out these methods. Computer
program in the present context means any expression,
in any language, code or notation, of a set of instructions
intended to cause a system having an information
processing capability to perform a particular function ei-
ther directly or after either or both of the following a) con-
version to another language, code or, notation; and b)
reproduction in a different material form.
[0079] Each computer system may include, inter alia,
one or more computers and at least a computer readable
medium allowing a computer to read data, instructions,
messages or message packets, and other computer
readable information from the computer readable medi-
um. The computer readable medium may include com-
puter readable storage medium embodying non-volatile
memory, such as read-only memory (ROM), flash mem-
ory, disk drive memory, CD-ROM, and other permanent
storage. Additionally, a computer medium may include
volatile storage such as RAM, buffers, cache memory,
and network circuits. Furthermore, the computer reada-
ble medium may comprise computer readable informa-
tion in a transitory state medium such as a network link
and/or a network interface, including a wired network or
a wireless network, that allow a computer to read such
computer readable information.
[0080] Non-Limiting Examples
[0081] Although specific embodiments of the subject
matter have been disclosed, those having ordinary skill

in the art will understand that changes can be made to
the specific embodiments without departing from the spir-
it and scope of the disclosed subject matter. The scope
of the disclosure is not to be restricted, therefore, to the
specific embodiments, and it is intended that the append-
ed claims cover any and all such applications, modifica-
tions, and embodiments within the scope of the present
disclosure.
[0082] One or more embodiments may realize one or
more benefits, some of which (such as improved efficien-
cy) have been mentioned already. One or more embod-
iments may be adapted for use with a number of wire-
lessly powered devices. Some embodiments may be im-
plemented in relatively small space, making them useful
for wirelessly powering handheld devices or transferring
power to wirelessly powered devices on the limited space
of a table or desk. The techniques enable a user, quickly
and conveniently, and perhaps intuitively, to use the feed-
back of the indications to improve the powering or charg-
ing of the user’s device. By observing the indicators, a
user can improve the strength of the inductive coupling,
and may thereby achieve one or more desirable results,
such as reducing the time for inductive charging of the
device.

Claims

1. A wirelessly powered device (350), comprising:

a device positioning aid processor (314) config-
ured to:

place at least one component into a high
electrical current consumption mode (406);
and
determine, based on placing the at least one
component into a high electrical current
consumption mode, an amount of electrical
current induced in a receiving coil adapted
to inductively couple to a transmission coil
external to the wirelessly powered device
(408); and

an indicator (500, 600), communicatively cou-
pled to the device positioning aid processor,
configured to provide, based on a determination
of the amount of electrical current, an indication
corresponding to the amount of electrical current
(410).

2. The wirelessly powered device of claim 1, wherein
the device positioning aid processor is further con-
figured to determine that a device is operating in a
low electrical current consumption mode (404), and
the device positioning aid processor is further con-
figured to place at least one component into a high
electrical current consumption mode based on the
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determination that the device is operating in a low
electrical current consumption mode.

3. The wirelessly powered device of any of claim 1, or
2, wherein the device positioning aid processor is
configured to determine that a device is operating in
a low electrical current consumption mode by deter-
mining that a power pack of the device is being
charged in a constant voltage charging mode.

4. The wirelessly powered device of any of claims 1, 2,
or 3, wherein the device positioning aid processor is
configured to place at least one component into a
high electrical current consumption mode by at least
increasing a processing clock speed of a digital proc-
essor.

5. The wirelessly powered device of any of claims 1, 2,
3, or 4, wherein the device positioning aid processor
is configured to place at least one component into a
high electrical current consumption mode by at least
increasing an intensity level of light emitted by a var-
iable intensity display backlight.

6. The wirelessly powered device of any of claims 1, 2,
3, 4, or 5, wherein the device positioning aid proc-
essor is configured to place at least one component
into a high electrical current consumption mode by
at least activating an RF amplifier.

7. The wirelessly powered device of any of claims 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, or 6, wherein the device positioning aid proc-
essor is configured to place at least one component
into a high electrical current consumption mode by
at least activating a motor.

8. A method, comprising:

placing at least one component of a wirelessly
powered device into a high electrical current
consumption mode (406); and
determining, based on placing the at least one
component into a high electrical current con-
sumption mode, an amount of electrical current
induced in a receiving coil adapted to inductively
couple to a transmission coil external to the wire-
lessly powered device (408); and
providing, in response to a determination of the
amount of electrical current, an indication come-
sponding to the amount of electrical current
(410).

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising determin-
ing that a device is operating in a low electrical cur-
rent consumption mode (404); and
wherein the placing the at least one component into
a high electrical current consumption mode is based
on the determination that the device operating in a

low electrical current consumption mode.

10. The method of any of claims 8 or 9, wherein the de-
termining that the device is operating in a low elec-
trical current consumption mode comprises deter-
mining that a power pack of the device is being
charged in a constant voltage charging mode.

11. The method of any of claims 8, 9, or 10, wherein the
placing at least one component into a high electrical
current consumption mode comprises increasing a
processing clock speed of a digital processor to a
maximum processing clock speed of the digital proc-
essor.

12. The method of any of claims 8, 9, 10, or 11, wherein
the placing at least one component into a high elec-
trical current consumption mode comprises increas-
ing an intensity level of light emitted by a variable
intensity display backlight to a full intensity level.

13. The method of any of claims 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12,
wherein the placing at least one component into a
high electrical current consumption mode comprises
activating a motor.

14. The method of any of claims 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, or 13,
wherein the placing at least one component into a
high electrical current consumption mode comprises
activating an RF amplifier.

15. A computer readable medium having computer ex-
ecutable instructions adapted to cause a device to
perform the method of any one of claims 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, or 14.
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